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Introduction
Asian Emotion is a new hardcore XXX site that showcases beautiful babes from every corner of the
Orient in exhilarating fuck flicks that will blow both your load and your mind. Cum watch these pretty
and petite Asian Geisha girls serve their horny men some of the freshest, pinkest highest quality porn
sushi ever!

Adult Review
There�s a new brand of Asian smut in porn land, and it does a fantastic job of mixing nasty hardcore sex with
thought-provoking experiences that will leave your brain and balls in a state of absolute ecstasy.  Asian Emotion is a
collection of 12 hardcore episodes where Oriental sluts crave cock, and show their emotional attachment to pleasing a man. 
<br />  <br />  All of the Asian Emotion videos are downloadable in full length format or viewable online.  Three resolutions
of WMV files are offered, with the best looking presented in DVD quality 640 x 480.  A faster download version for dial-up
and and a portable Iphone MP4 version are also available - along with hundreds of individual screen grabs that you can scroll
through in filmstrip form.  These thumbnails are much larger than what you get at other Asian sex sites, and you can
download all of them at once via a convenient zip archive. <br />  <br />  After checking out all of the Far Eastern porn
offered at Asian Emotion, make sure you check out the humongous XXX showcase that is also included. Inside the showcase
area you'll find full length streaming hardcore videos from more than 100 of today's premiere exclusive porn sites. It's a real
sneak peak at the best porn on the planet included for free!<br />  <br />  You'll also get full access to additional exclusive
porn sites on the Emotion Porn network that all strive to reach a higher orgasmic level by adding unique ideas and high
quality porn unlike what you see elsewhere. Voyeurs, classic porn lovers, and fans of a growing XXX niche devoted to
crying pornstars will be amazed by the collection.<br />  <br />  Asian Emotion made its debut just a short while ago, so it's
still growing at the rate of 1 brand new Asian porn episode per week along with the other network updates. One of the recent
updates features Lyla Lei decked out to the nines in a bright red fishnet top, with naughty fishnet thigh highs as a daring
complement.  Even though you'll enjoy how she's dressed, you won't be able to keep your eyes off of how deep her lover's
cock is stuffed up her tight Oriental ass!

Porn Summary
Truly great XXX material rises above this norm and provides a wonderfully cathartic hardcore experience.  Asian Emotion is
a collection of Oriental smut growing at a regular pace and showcasing some of porn's classic Asian starlets in their best fuck
scenes yet!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The hottest whores in honest crying orgasm videos that give you a sense of intimacy unlike anwhere else!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 80 Exclusive: 89 Interface: 89
Support: 95 Unique: 84    Taste: 88        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
Crygasm (95) ,Emotion Porn Network (93) ,Hall Of Fame Porn (92) ,Candid Pornstar (87) ,Latina Emotion (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Asian, Hardcore

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.00 Preview: 2 Days for $9.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 49
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